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Statement of Faith

ABOUT GOD
God is the one and only true God, yet He exists in three 
persons: God the Father, God the Son, and God the Holy 
Spirit. God is the Creator, so everything belongs to Him 
and is under His control. God is holy, so He is righteous, 
majestic, and loving. God is all knowing and purposeful, so 
He’s at work to bring about His will. No person, thing, or idea 
compares to God.

ABOUT THE SCRIPTURES
God reveals Himself to us through the Bible, and it is 100% 
accurate, reliable, and authoritative.

ABOUT PEOPLE
People are made in God’s image and for His pleasure. But 
everybody falls short of God’s intention, or ideal, for people. 
In other words, everyone has sinned. As a result, we are 
all separated from Him, even though He wants an intimate 
relationship with each of us.

ABOUT SALVATION
That’s why Jesus—God’s Son—came and lived on this earth, 
died, and rose again. God offers His free gift of salvation 
to all who believe in Jesus and accept Him as Savior—the 
only way to be forgiven and reconciled to God. Anyone who 
accepts this gift is adopted as a son or daughter into God’s 
family and will live with Him forever in heaven.
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The Goal 
Heaven

Revelation 21:1-8, 22-27; 22:1-5

I can trust God no matter what.

Determination—deciding it’s 
worth it to finish what you 

started. 

“Let us not become tired of doing 
good. At the right time we will 
gather a crop if we don’t give up.” 
Galatians 6:9, NIrV

Keep going because God knows 
the end of the story.

PRELUDE: Setting the tone for the experience
For Leaders Only
Create the Environment

SOCIAL: Providing time for fun interaction
Ideas for Early Arrivers
Middle Monsters

STORY: Communicating God’s truth in engaging ways
Opener
Worship
Bible Story
Prayer
Closer

WORSHIP: Inviting people to respond to God
“Go” from Kidmin Worship Vol. 5
“We Believe” from Kidmin Worship Vol. 4

GROUPS: Creating a safe place to connect
Pass It On Picture 
In The Middle Mural 
A Good Harvest 
Prayer

HOME: Prompting action beyond the experience
GodTime
Parent Cue
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Note: This version of the curriculum is designed especially for churches with 
fewer leaders and kids. You may want to use it if you have just one or two 
leaders and if you combine all your kids in both Large and Small Group time.

GETTING READY

SOCIAL: PROVIDING TIME FOR FUN INTERACTION 
(Choose one or both of these activities.)

Early Arriver
• An offering container

Middle Monsters
• Paper; one piece for each kid
• Crayons or colored pencils

STORY: COMMUNICATING GOD’S TRUTH 
IN ENGAGING WAYS

1. Opener/Closer
WHAT YOU NEED:
• Leader
• String; one piece per kid
• Washers; one per kid
• Prizes, such as little maze toys; one per kid

Music and Sound Effects (SFX): 
• Upbeat music to use as kids enter and exit the room
• Upbeat music to use during the Opener

Large Group Visuals (downloadable from the website): 
• The Amazing Maze Theme Slide (optional)
• Determination Slide
• Bottom Line Slide

WHAT YOU DO:
•  Download the slides and have them ready to use. If you do not have CG 

capabilities, you have Orange’s permission to enlarge and print the slides on 
paper.

•  Cut off a long piece of string for each child in your envirnoment. On one end 
of each piece, lightly tie (so it can easily be untied) a washer. Secure the other 
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end of each piece to something in the room (tape to the wall, tie around a doorknob or chair, etc.). Then wind the string 
around the room in various places. Repeat with each piece of string until you have a maze of strings around the room.

2. Bible Story
WHAT YOU NEED:
• Leader
• Bible
• Three volunteers
• Three large thick pieces of paper (or canvases) 
•  Three easels (Optional) You can also hang the sheets of paper against a backdrop that you don’t mind paint potentially 

getting on.
• Three sets of washable finger paints
• (Optional) Three smocks

Large Group Visuals (downloadable from the website): 
• One Big Story Timeline
• Bottom Line Slide

WHAT YOU DO:
•  Download the slides and have them ready to use. If you do not have CG capabilities, you have Orange’s permission to 

enlarge and print the slides on paper. Note: We provide standard and widescreen image sizes if you choose to display 
the Big Story Timeline on your screens. If you prefer to have a printed version, head to www.ThinkOrange.com, click 
“Orange Store,” and search “Big Story Timeline” to order a high quality poster.

•  Set up three painting stations. Set them far apart enough from each other that the volunteers won’t easily see each 
other’s work, but make sure the art-in-progress will be visible to the audience.

3. Worship
WHAT YOU NEED:
• Leader(s)

Music and Sound Effects (SFX): 
• “Go” from Kidmin Worship Vol. 5*
• “We Believe” from Kidmin Worship Vol. 4*
 *Live lyrics video available from https://AmberSkyRecords.com/

WHAT YOU DO:
• Download all songs (available on AmberSkyRecords.com) and have them ready to use.
• Download and print this week’s tech sheet for everyone helping with Large Group.
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4. Additional Resources
GET REEL: This month with Get Reel 2.0, we’ll seek to find the finish line even after we hit a dead end.

  This week, we recommend playing the One Thing video to inspire kids to Personalize Scripture and learn to 
Articulate Their Faith. Also on Get Reel 2.0, you can enhance your environment with a Countdown video to create 
anticipation and set up your Large Group production.

GROUPS: CREATING A SAFE PLACE TO CONNECT 
(Choose as many of these activities as you like.)

* If you don’t have time to do all these activities, be sure to do activity #2.

1. Pass It On Picture (application activity / review the Bible story) 
• No supplies needed

*2. In The Middle Mural (application activity)
• Clear contact paper
• Yarn in several different colors
• Gold cloth or shimmery gold paper
• One copy of “In The Middle Mural Guide” Activity Page; one per small group

3. A Good Harvest (memory verse activity)
• Cotton balls 
• Bibles

Prayer
• Music player
• Suggested song: “Big House” by Audio Adrenaline

Additional Resources:
• Make copies on cardstock or email this week’s GodTime and Parent Cue cards. 
•  Tell parents about our additional family resources: Studio252.tv, CUE Box, and the Parent Cue app. To find out more 

about these great resources, go to http://www.Studio252.tv/leaders. 
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SOCIAL: PROVIDING TIME FOR FUN INTERACTION (SMALL GROUPS, 15 MINUTES)
Welcome kids and spend time engaging in conversation and catching up. Get ready to experience today’s story.

Before kids arrive, pray for each regular attendee by name. Pray for those who might visit your group for the first time. Ask 
God to bring the big concept of heaven down into your kids’ world. Ask Him to guide today’s conversation with your few, 
focusing on how He knows the end of the story and He’s prepared an awesome place for all believers. Pray that your few 
would be encouraged to keep going because God knows the end of their story.

1. EARLY ARRIVER IDEA
WHAT YOU NEED: Offering container

WHAT YOU DO:
• Welcome kids to small group and show them where to put their offerings. 
•  Gather the group and ask them about their favorite stories, either in books, TV, or movies. How do they start? How do 

they end? 
•  Tell the kids that you’ll start a story and maybe they can guess the ending. If you have mostly older kids, let them make 

up their own after a few rounds of your examples.
• Some ideas are: 
 o Two sisters have their differences in a far away, cold country and you’ll never guess the ending! (Frozen)
 o  There’s this group of little yellow creatures who talk in a totally unknown language and you’ll never guess the 

ending! (Minions)
 o A fish and his friends travel the whole ocean and you’ll never guess the ending! (Finding Nemo)
 o A princess is trapped in a tower and can use her hair like a ladder and you’ll never guess the ending! (Rapunzel)
 o A bunch of vegetables can somehow talk and run a TV show and you’ll never guess the ending! (Veggie Tales)

2. MIDDLE MONSTERS
WHAT YOU NEED: Paper; one piece for each kid, crayons or colored pencils

WHAT YOU DO:
• Fold the paper into thirds and then open the papers back up.
• Give each kid a sheet of paper and instruct them to draw the head of a fantastic creature on the first part of paper. 
•  Then, have them fold that part back and pass the paper to the left. Kids should draw a middle/torso on the second part 

of the paper. 
• Kids fold back the paper and pass it to the left again in order to draw legs and feet on the bottom part. 
• Open all the papers and check out the crazy monster creatures they’ve made!

WHAT YOU SAY:
“It was kind of hard to put together your monster when you didn’t know how it would look in the end. [Transition] Let’s go 
hear about who knows the ending for all the projects, stories, and even people in the whole world.”

Lead your group to the Large Group area.
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STORY: COMMUNICATING GOD’S TRUTH IN ENGAGING WAYS (LARGE GROUP, 35 MINUTES)
Engage kids’ hearts through a dynamic and interactive Bible story, worship, and prayer experience in a Large Group 
setting.

SFX: Play high-energy music as kids enter. 
CG: The Amazing Maze Theme Slide

Leader enters.

OPENER
LEADER: “Hey, everyone, welcome back to our last week of this aMAZing month. That never gets old. Okay, maybe it has 
a little bit, but I’m going to KEEP GOING, because that’s what we’re doing this month, right? Determination!

CG: Determination Slide

“Determination is deciding it’s worth it to finish what you started. Now, we’ve finished a lot of things we’ve started this 
month . . . especially when it comes to mazes. You may be looking around the room and thinking there’s no way you could 
crawl through this maze. And here’s the good news: you don’t have to! This maze is a little different. On the end of each 
string, you will find a washer (hold up one as an example). When I tell you to, you’re going to go find your own piece of 
string and untie the washer, and then place it back on the string to slide it along (demonstrate this). You will need to follow 
the string along, pushing the washer as you go, until you untangle it and find the other end of your string. The winner wins 
an aMAZing prize, but I want everyone to find the end and finish. Got it? Good! Let’s 
do this!

SFX: Upbeat music

You may need to help the kids untie their washer and get started. 

When the first person finishes, celebrate, but then encourage the other kids to finish.

“Wow! That was so much fun! You guys showed some aMAZing determination! And because of that, I’ve got a surprise for 
you. I said “the winner” gets an amazing prize, but I didn’t say what makes you a winner, did I? You probably thought it was 
the first person, but actually, anyone who showed determination and finished what you started is a winner. So you all get a 
prize! (Hold up the prize.) Everyone will get one at the end of Small Group!

WORSHIP
LEADER: “Now, let’s all stand up and starting singing this morning. This song is about committing all we are to living for 
Jesus. He is the way. Let’s jump in and choose Him with all we are. Let’s go!

SFX: “Go” / track 4 from Kidmin Worship Vol. 5
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“We give all we are to go your way Jesus. Psalm 90:2 says: Before you created the whole world and the mountains were 
made, from the beginning to the end you are God (NIrV). Our God is forever. From beginning to end we can believe in Him 
and every word He says is true. Let’s lift up this song of worship to sing what we believe.”

SFX: “We Believe” / track 1 from Kidmin Worship Vol. 4

SETTING UP THE STORY
LEADER: “Great singng everyone. You can all have a seat and get ready to listen. This year in [your environment’s name], 
we’ve been working our way through the ENTIRE Bible (hold up your Bible). No, we haven’t read every story—there are a 
LOT of books in here, after all—but we’ve certainly talked about a lot of them. 

CG: One Big Story Timeline

If you have the One Big Story timeline, point to the places on the timeline as you speak.

“We started out in Genesis when God created the world, a MAGNIFICENT PARADISE, but then, we— people, broke it. 
When Adam and Eve first messed up, sin entered the world. It appeared mankind was LOST. And we were, for a long time. 
But then God sent the one He had PROMISED, and now there is a way for us to be right with God again. And thanks to the 
SHINING WITNESSES—all the followers of Jesus—that came before us, we know all about Jesus and why He came. We can 
make the decision to follow Him too. And today we get to talk about what comes after that, because someday, because of 
God’s love, there will be a NEW city and a NEW world.  Everything that’s broken will be made NEW. We can read about it 
in the book of Revelation in the Bible. But I’m getting ahead of myself a bit. Let’s back up and talk for a bit about the man 
who wrote the book of Revelation. Does anyone know who that was? (Pause to see if anyone knows.) 

“That was a hard question, I know. It was John, one of Jesus’ disciples. John had lived longer than any of Jesus’ other 
disciples. He had watched the early church grow while the story of Jesus spread, fast and bright as wildfire. But he had also 
seen terrible things happen to those who believed in Jesus. Many of them had even died for talking about Jesus, but that 
hadn’t stopped people from hearing about Jesus! 

“More people than ever were following Jesus. God’s Story was traveling from one end of the world to the other, just 
as Jesus said it would happen. But eventually the Roman Emperor had had enough of John. Unable to make John stop 
preaching about Jesus, the Emperor sent him away to a prison colony on the island of Patmos. John wasn’t in handcuffs 
or a jail cell, but there was no way off the island. John was now very old, living out the end of his life with a handful of 
criminals. While he was there, John had a vision.

“In the book of Revelation, John talks about how a voice like a trumpet sounded behind him! Jesus Himself appeared to 
him and told him to write on a scroll what he was about to see. Jesus told John not to be afraid, that yes, He had been 
dead, but now He was alive . . . for forever! 
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“God was showing John what would happen in the future. He wanted John to write this new information down and share 
it with others! So that’s what John did. He found a scroll and a quill, and he began to write down the things he saw in his 
vision. 

“John watched, amazed, as God showed him many things that were coming. Some were wonderful. Some were terrible. 
And some were mysterious. 

“After the vision ended, John began a letter to several of the new churches. Here’s how his letter started. (Read Revelation 
1:9) ‘I, John, am writing this. I am a friend who suffers like you. As members of Jesus’ royal family, we can put up with 
anything that happens to us!’ (NIrV).

“John went on to explain every strange and amazing thing he had seen. Some of it made him tremble. Some of it didn’t 
even make sense to him yet. But he couldn’t wait to write what he saw during the last part of the vision. God had shown 
John how the story will turn out for everyone who believes in Jesus! Carefully, John recalled the incredible things he had 
seen. 

“Words can’t describe how amazing it will be, but John sure tried. Today, let’s read some of the incredible things that John 
described. And as we do, I need three volunteers to come up and paint what they imagine John was describing. Who likes 
to paint? Now, who likes to paint with their fingers?

Select three volunteers to come up and paint. It would be great to have various ages and skill levels 
represented. Give each child a smock, paintbrush, and paint.

(To the volunteers) “There are only two rules: one, don’t look at anyone else’s painting. I want this to be your own work, 
inspired by the words of John. Number two, don’t overthink it. Don’t worry about getting things exactly as John described 
them—just have fun and paint what you think you’re hearing. Here we go . . . ”

NEW HEAVEN AND NEW EARTH
LEADER: “John saw a new heaven and a new earth. No doubt this would have reminded John of the word that Jesus had 
spoken when He was on earth, right before His death and return to life, when He told the disciples, ‘There are many rooms 
in my Father’s house. I am going there to prepare a place 
for you. If I go and do that, I will come back. And I will take you to be with me. Then you will also be where I am.’

Let’s read John’s description of this part of the vision, and painters, do your work.

Read Revelation 21:1-5. Read it slow and with dramatic pauses, both for effect, and to allow your 
volunteers time to paint.

  “‘I saw “a new heaven and a new earth.” The first heaven and the first earth were completely gone. There was no 
longer any sea. I saw the Holy City, the new Jerusalem. It was coming down out of heaven from God. It was prepared 
like a bride beautifully dressed for her husband. I heard a loud voice from the throne. It said, “Look! God now makes his 
home with the people. He will live with them. They will be his people. And God himself will be with them and be their 
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God. ‘He will wipe away every tear from their eyes. There will be no more death.’ And there will be no more sadness. 
There will be no more crying or pain. Things are no longer the way they used to be.” He who was sitting on the throne 
said, “I am making everything new!” Then he said, “Write this down. You can trust these words. They are true.”’

“Wow! What John saw was the special place Jesus is making for each one of us. A place where we will never be apart from 
God! And all of the terrible things we’ve sometimes seen or experienced . . . people who are sick and hurt. Sadness . . . sin 
. . . all of it will be made right! 

THE SOURCE OF LIGHT
LEADER: “Something else stood out to John. Light. There was so much light! 

(Open Bible and read Revelation 21:23-25) “The city does not need the sun or moon to shine on it. God’s glory is its light, 
and the Lamb is its lamp. The nations will walk by the light of the city. The kings of the world will bring their glory into it. Its 
gates will never be shut, because there will be no night there” (NIrV).

“John is saying here that there will be no need for the sun or moon or lamps or even flashlights . . . because God and 
Jesus will be all the light we need—amazing!

THE TREE OF LIFE
LEADER: “The place John had seen wasn’t just filled with light; it was beautiful, too. Let’s read some more. 

Read Revelation 22:1-5

  “Then the angel showed me the river of the water of life. It was as clear as crystal. It flowed from the throne of God 
and of the Lamb. It flowed down the middle of the city’s main street. On each side of the river stood the tree of 
life, bearing twelve crops of fruit. Its fruit was ripe every month. The leaves of the tree bring healing to the nations. 
There will no longer be any curse. The throne of God and of the Lamb will be in the city. God’s servants will serve 
him. They will see his face. His name will be on their foreheads. There will be no more night. They will not need the 
light of a lamp or the light of the sun. The Lord God will give them light. They will rule for ever and ever’ (NIrV).

“Wow, I can say one thing for sure: none of us are going to be bored in heaven! At last, every one of us who believes in 
God will be able to live out what we were created to do—fully and completely, with no sin or frustration or weariness to get 
in the way. It sounds unbelievably awesome!

WRAPPING UP THE STORY
LEADER: “Soon, John wrapped up his letter. He wrote, ‘May the grace of the Lord Jesus be with God’s people. Amen!’ 
he ended. But even though the letter had ended, the story was still going. John didn’t know exactly when the things God 
had shown him would take place. And neither do we. But we can be certain of this: we can keep going no matter what 
happens. God will make all things right in the end! 

“Speaking of ‘the end,’ that’s the end of our painting session. Can you guys give our volunteers a hand? You guys go 
ahead and have a seat so you can take in all the beauty that you created.
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Walk by each painting slowly, praising the things you see.

“I love how we all heard the same things, but you guys each portrayed them so differently. Each painting is so unique and 
yet, they all seem to capture a bit of what heaven must be like.

“It must have seemed impossible for John to capture the real glory of what he had seen in tiny black marks on a scroll, 
and it probably seemed impossible for you guys to capture it in paint too. The truth is, despite his amazing vision, there 
was still a lot John didn’t know about heaven, and there’s a lot that you and I don’t know about heaven either. But here’s 
the TRULY aMAZing news. GOD knows. God knew the beginning, and He knows the end. Just like Jesus said in Revelation 
22:13: (open your Bible and read it) ‘I am the Alpha and the Omega. I am the First and the Last. I am the Beginning and 
the End’ (NIrV). And knowing that, means that you and I can keep going.’

CG: Bottom Line Slide

[Bottom Line] “Keep going because God knows the end of the story.

“And if God knows the end of the story, AND we know that we [Basic Truth] can trust God no matter what, then clearly, 
we can keep going! Let’s talk to God now and ask Him to help us keep going.”

PRAY
LEADER: “Dear God, we are so thankful that we serve a God who knows it all. Sometimes it’s hard for us to not see it all, 
to not understand it all. We read Your Words, we hear Your truth, but sometimes we still don’t understand, or we fear what 
is coming next in our lives. Help us to rest in knowing that YOU know it all, and that’s enough. Help us to keep going, 
knowing that You know the end of the story. In Jesus’ name, we pray, amen.”

CLOSER
LEADER: “In the beginning, I mean the very beginning, God created a man and woman named Adam and Eve. They had it 
made. They lived in paradise and they had everything they needed. But then they broke God’s rule and ate fruit from a tree 
they weren’t supposed to eat from. And ever since then, people were cursed. People could get sick. People could get hurt. 
People could die. Because of Adam and Eve’s one mistake, life became a maze of confusion and pain. 

“And we still feel the effects today. Our hearts get broken, parents get divorced, people we care about pass away. 
Sometimes it can feel like there’s no end to the hard times. 

“But thankfully there is an end. God gave John a glimpse of what it’s going to be like at the end of the story. And it’s going 
to be better than you or I can imagine. But I’m going to try. 

“In heaven, there’s going to be no more night. The only light we need will come from God. 

“There won’t be any sadness, because there won’t be anything to be sad about. 
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“There won’t be any more pain. No more death. No more . . . curse. Everything that is old will be made new again. 

“That’s why we can keep going. Because whenever we get sick, or whenever we get hurt, or whenever we’re sad or angry 
or jealous or ashamed, we know that it’s all just temporary. Someday God is going to bring an end to all of it. That’s the 
one thing to remember today:

CG: Bottom Line Slide

[Bottom Line] “Keep going because God knows the end of the story. Say that with me.”

LEADER and KIDS: [Bottom Line] “Keep going because God knows the end of the story.”

LEADER: “And when we don’t give up, when we keep going, there’s something great waiting for us!

CG: Memory Verse Slide

“Let us not become tired of doing good. At the right time we will gather a crop if we don’t give up” (Galatians 6:9, NIrV).

“So this week, let’s all keep going and doing the right things. I can’t wait to see the good, no GREAT, things that are going 
to come from you guys living out determination! Have a great time in Small Group, and we’ll see you next week!”

Dismiss children to their small groups. 

Play high-energy music as kids exit.
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GROUPS: CREATING A SAFE PLACE TO CONNECT (SMALL GROUPS, 25 MINUTES)
Create a safe place to connect and learn how the Bible story applies to real life experiences, through interactive activities 
and discussion questions.

1. PASS IT ON PICTURE (application activity / review the Bible story)
WHAT YOU NEED: No supplies needed

WHAT YOU DO:
• Sit the group in one long line, one behind the other, all facing the same direction. 
• Players will have an object from the story traced on their back, and then they have to trace it on the back in front of them. 
• The person at the head of the line will call out what they think the item is, and then go to the back of the line.
•  Quietly tell the kid in the back of the line (who will be different each round) an object from the story: a tear, a sun, a 

house, a question mark, a trumpet, a scroll, a river, a tree, etc.
•  If you have mostly older kids, divide into teams and let them race to get the picture from the end of the line to the front 

correctly. 

WHAT YOU SAY:
“What was the hardest part about that—figuring out what was being drawn on you, or trying to draw it on someone else? 
(Allow for answers.) The messages had to go a long way to get to the end. Today, we heard a lot about endings. We don’t 
always know what will happen next or how situations in our lives will end, but we can [Bottom Line] keep going because 
God knows the end of the story. There are a lot of times in our lives we feel like we’re stuck in the middle—our friends 
are acting weird around us, or our parents are fighting—and we have no idea how things could end and still be good. But 
God knows the end of the story, and we heard today that it is a good ending. That is one of the great parts of the Good 
News—that people can be with God forever in a perfect place with no sadness.” 

*2. IN THE MIDDLE MURAL (application activity)
WHAT YOU NEED: Clear contact paper, yarn in several different colors, gold cloth or paper, “In The Middle Mural Guide” 
Activity Page

WHAT YOU DO:
• Give each child some yarn in different colors, light and dark. 
• Give them a piece of contact paper. Help younger kids peel the backing off the paper and lay it sticky-side-up.
•  Let kids press the yarn to the paper in swirls and tangles across the page, showing the messiness of life in the middle.
•   At the bottom left corner of the page, gather the ends of all the colors of yarn and stick them down. Put the gold 

material or paper over them, showing that all the middle messiness ends when we are with God in heaven. 
•  If you have mostly younger kids, make a collaborative mural, giving each child one light and dark piece of yarn to stick 

to the paper. If you have a mix of ages, you could choose to let older kids pair up with younger kids to make a mural 
together. Or at the very least, let the older kids help younger ones.
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WHAT YOU SAY:
“These are true pieces of art. They express real feelings that you have about your life. In the beginning, everything in life 
was simple and good; but people chose to go their own way, and so we come to the middle. There are good things that 
happen in the middle, like these light pieces of yarn. We have families that love us and friends that are kind; we learn new 
things and go to exciting places; we have pets and play games and see beautiful parts of God’s creation. There are bad 
things that happen in the middle, like these dark pieces of yarn—people we love move away, our friendships change, our 
parents fight sometimes, we get lonely and bored and sad. The middle can be a very difficult place to live. It can be hard 
to keep going and love God and others when things feel very tangled up. But we know that the middle is NOT the end. 
We can have faith and [Bottom Line] keep going because God knows the end of the story. When you feel discouraged 
about situations in your life, it can help to think about the ending that God has planned for us, where we are with  
Him forever. ”

3. A GOOD HARVEST (memory verse activity)
WHAT YOU NEED: Cotton balls, Bibles

WHAT YOU DO:
•  Look up Galatians 6:9 together for the last time this month. See if anyone can say it from memory. Ask kids why the word 

“crop” (or “harvest” in the NIV) is in the middle of a verse about not giving up. 
•  Scatter the cotton balls around your small group area and divide the group into teams. Designate spaces at opposite 

ends of the small group area for each team to put their “crop”. 
•  On “Go”, teams must compete to pick up the most cotton balls; but they can’t use their hands. They can scoop with their 

forearms, remove their shoes and pick up cotton balls with their toes, or use their mouths (if they’re brave). If you let kids 
use their mouths, make sure you only use the cotton balls once.

• Play for one or two minutes, making sure that kids are playing safely. 
• If you have mostly younger kids, play this as a single group. 
• At the end of the game, let teams count up their “crop” to determine a winner. 

WHAT YOU SAY:
“It was a little tricky gathering your crop without using your hands. But you didn’t give up! In the time that this verse 
was written, a good crop or harvest meant that you had what you needed to keep going through a long year. People 
worked hard, planting and watering and harvesting, and hoped they had a good crop to show for it at the end. This 
verse encourages us to not get tired doing good because we’ll have a good crop—we have a definite good ending! We 
don’t need to worry that we’ll keep going, loving God and others, and have nothing to show for it. Our Bible story today 
reassured us that our reward for following Jesus is greater than we could even imagine! We can trust that God will work 
everything for good, so we can [Bottom Line] keep going because God knows the end of the story.”

Optional Additional Discussion Questions
•  There are a lot of difficult things about living in the middle of the story, even though we know the ending. Read Romans 

8:28 together. Has there ever been a hard situation that you’ve faced that turned out to help you trust God more, or that 
has actually ended up being good for you? If the end of the whole story is good, does that make our whole story good? 
Why or why not? [Make it Personal] (Answer this question and share a story from your own experience.)
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•  What do you think is the most beautiful or most exciting part of heaven, as told in our Bible story today? A lot of people 
have ideas of what heaven might be like. I’ve heard some say it’s sitting on clouds and playing harps and kind of boring. 
What would you say to someone who had that idea, based on our Bible story today? 

PRAY AND DISMISS
WHAT YOU NEED: Music player, suggested song: “Big House” by Audio Adrenaline

WHAT YOU DO: 
• Gather the group in the middle of your small group area.
• Turn on the music and invite kids to join you in an amazing, awesome dance party! 
• After the song, quiet the group and close in prayer. 

WHAT YOU SAY:
“We know that in heaven there will be celebrating! And we can [Bottom Line] keep going because God knows the end 
of the story. We will celebrate and rejoice and worship our great awesome God forever and ever! This was a great little 
preview of that someday. Let’s sit and take some deep breaths, as we get ready to pray. 

“Dear God, thank You for Your amazing plan, for the Story of Jesus that goes forever, and for the place You’ve prepared for 
us to be with You. Please help us to look forward to celebrating in heaven even when things are difficult on earth, amen.”

As adults arrive to pick up display the “In The Middle Murals” and let kids show their grown-ups what parts they made. 
Be sensitive to families who may be in difficult circumstances, or adults who are unsure about the concept of heaven. Be 
available to talk after small group with any family that would like more resources, or direct them to your team leader or 
coach. 
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